The institutions that have been established by the State and supported democracy, guaranteeing the safeguard of citizens individual and social rights. Each institution is governed by structures, which have specific functions concerning its internal structure, organization and administration but also the specific mission which is requested to carry out, in accordance with the existing legal framework as provided in the Constitution, laws, regulations acts, in the legal opinions issued by the Judicial and Prosecutorial Authorities as also in the legal opinions issued by the Council of the State.
Introduction
One of the main public order and security institutions which performs -enforces primarily police functionsduties in Hellas, is Hellenic Coast Guard (HCG), a Law Enforcement Agency (LEA), which via headquarters is under the supervision of Ministry of Shipping and Aegean (MSA) .
The above corps which consists an armed security corps, military structured, of which its staff has the status of the military according to the Hellenic Military Penal Code (HMPC) (Note 1) beyond the enforcement of competencies which have police character, is consisting the administrative institution of the Merchant Marine and within its mission is concluded the contribution in maritime policy implementation as is determined by the Government, the regulation of items concerning maritime labour, seafarers welfare, maritime transportations, seafarers training etc (Note 2).
For the implementation of legislation concerning Hellenic vessels and crews safety as well as for resolving disputes, have been established Maritime Consular Port Police Authorities in the foreigner aiming to support and to facilitate the Hellenic merchant marine (Note 3).
case of their violation, Police impose penalties on the offenders anticipated in administrative laws and police regulations and these are police fines (Note 18).
According to Chapter B΄, part three of COMPL, in articles 141-157 which are referred to the Administrative Port Police, Port Police Authorities:
a. -Regulate traffic, parking, changing anchorage, anchorage, security, hygiene, cleanliness and general public order in its area of responsibility. At the ports where is based Port Authority responsible on the economic exploitation of the port (Note 19) is required consultation between Port Police Authority and Port Authority for regulating parking, anchorage change and anchoring of vessels arriving for loading or uploading.
b. -Regulate any work that is done at the port, except those which are regulated according to the law by Committees Regulating Loading Uploading Tasks. At the ports of Piraeus and Thessaloniki tasks are regulated by the Port Authority of Piraeus SA (OLP AE) and Port Authority of Thessaloniki SA (OLTH AE) respectively (Note 20).
c. -Ensure that the port is maintained in good condition in order to be ensured vessels mooring.
d. -Exercise health functions, unless there is a particular health service port.
e. -Survey the implementation of legislation concerning Antiquities and public land/properties, for tourist ships, sea tourism, the market police provisions at the area of port as also on the vessels.
f. -Enforce any other activity entrusted with specific laws on police authorities for acts that take place under their jurisdiction.
g. -Cooperate with other competent authorities on issues concerning items of public order and security.
h. -Supervise the proper operation of beacons and lamps in the region and notify immediately the competent service. j. -Supervise the avoiding of using lights on land that can mislead ships.
k. -Report to the competent services any navigational hazard that is not marked on navigational maps and takes every measure to prevent an accident.
l. -Ensure the implementation of legislation for wrecks (Note 22).
m. -Prohibit temporarily for reasons concerning national security or public order, the stay or passing of a vessel with a foreign flag via the Hellenic territorial waters. This prohibition is effected by an order issued by the Minister of Shipping and Aegean after pursuant decision of the Cabinet (Note 23).
n. -It may determine, after consultation with the Port Authority that explicates the port and authorization of the Ministry, the maximum number of permanently employed at the port, vessels and auxiliary docked vessels, when this is not provided by special laws.
o. -Grant specific permission for buildings built or huts and booths in the area of its region. Also Port Police Authorities after approval of the Minister, order the removal or transfer of huts when is necessary for public interest reasons.
p. -Supervise decommissioned vessels and auxiliary docked vessels located in their area and determine the minimum number of guardians and the skills they need to have (Note 24).
q. -Determine the necessary measures that must be taken for fire prevention on vessels, auxiliary docked vessels, buildings and other facilities in port.
r. -They may take punitive measures against fires. In case of fire Port Police Authorities call the fire port brigade, vessels lie in harbor district, rescue vessels and tugs and in emergency situation also the crews of mooring vessels and auxiliary docked vessels as also the port and sea employees in order to assist in extinguishing the fire out.
t. -Supervise that vessels during arriving and departing bring their national flag u. -Issue police provisions with the type of Port Regulation [General (GPR) and Special (SPR)] in order to exercise the administrative police competences (Note 26).
Judicial Police
Judicial police include all those investigative actions which are enforced by police for the implementation of criminal legislation and in accordance with the provisions of the Hellenic Penal Procedure (HPP).
In chapter III, part three of the LD 187/1973 (Α΄ 261) (COMPL), in articles 158-163 are determined the Port Police Authorities investigative tasks. Specifically these are:
a.-Heads of Port Police Authorities and the staff under their commands, officers, warrant officers, and petty officers of HCG until the rank of the first petty officer, enforce in area of their jurisdiction all the rights and duties of general employees investigators in connection with the crimes that have been committed in this (Note 27).
The enforcement of investigative duties is taking place under the supervision of the competent Public Prosecutor and according to HPP provisions (Note 28). Also enforce duties of Public Prosecutor in Magistrates Local Court for faults committed in the area of their jurisdiction.
b.-Port Police Authorities during the enforcement of their interrogative duties can request the assistance of other police authorities and must provide their assistance when requested by them (Note 29).
c.-Port Police Authorities enforce their investigative tasks in merchant vessels and auxiliary docked vessels bearing a foreign flag which are in the port or in the territorial waters of the region (Note 30), when is not otherwise provided by international conventions, in cases that are disturbed or threatened the public order and is requested the Port Police Authority assistance by the master or other person of the vessel.
But, Port Police Authority should invite the relevant Consular Authority to attend during its intervention, except if is an urgent need and the announcement of the intervention can be done at the time of action. d-Port Police Authorities can act any investigative action on merchant vessels bringing a foreign flag which are in the Hellenic territorial waters, against persons that are prosecuted as also and arrests of convicted for crime or arrests of other individuals considered as escape suspects. In these are included also the military personnel. Port Police Authorities cannot intervene for crimes committed in foreign warships. But when at these warships resort individuals of interrogative interesting then they require from the foreign war ship master the delivery of them and in case of refusal they refer to the competent Public Prosecutor (Note 31).
As far as concern the Maritime Penal Procedure Law, according to article 240 of COMPL (Note 32) the provisions of HPP are enforced to the prosecution of crime which was committed on a vessel or to a auxiliary docked vessel, provided that they are not modified by the procedural provisions of COMPL namely by the articles 241-244 (Note 33). So investigative tasks for crimes committed on a vessel or on a auxiliary docked vessel and are under the jurisdiction of the Hellenic authorities are enforced by:
A. -Port Police Authorities and the Directorate of Vessels Inspection in Hellas (Note 34).
B. -The consular Authorities and in case of non-existence the master and C. -the master (Note 35) of the vessel when the crime committed during the voyage and until the arrival into port where is located the Port Police or consular authority.
From the above is concluded that key role for the enforcement of HCG personnel competences at port areas, plays the real in case fact, if the areas are fencing or not, if there is etched or equivalent land port area (Note 36). From the applicable legislation reveals that HCG personnel enforce different judicial and police competencies in any case.
This competencies double character of cause confusion to the HCG executives during the enforcement of their competences because at a part of the port can be responsible for intervention for a specific offence but cannot be responsible for intervention for the same crime at another part of the port.
A typical example is tourism. According to article 40 of the General Port Regulation control (Note 37) "............is prohibited in any way the inconvenience of the travelers in order to attract them and to prefer specific vessel, hotel, etc". The violation of this provision is punishable by a fine in accordance with the procedure predicted in article 157 of COMPL (Note 38).
But at ports which are not fencing according to the provisions of LD 444/70 tourism is not within the HCG competence. Referring helpfully to law 3561/1993 (A΄ 118) «Settings for tourism and other provisions» and especially in paragraph 3 a. reveals that «whoever encourages and harass in any way person or group of persons to accept or reject a travel or shipping service, restaurant services or entertainment or tourist accommodation or trader products, is punishable by imprisonment up to six (6) months or with penalty fine at least one thousand (1000) or with both of these penalties».
According to the above legal formalities is raising item if whether in a port area without fence which is land area of port or equivalent to a land area HCG personnel has responsibility for this specific item, namely to form penal proceedings folder and to impose the predictable administrative sanctions where is appropriate.
In this specific case must be clarified legislatively the enforcement of this specific competence in the direction of the unified area of the port as happened with the competence of the traffic police, or in the case that this does not happen, to be submitted to the Public Prosecutor of the Hellas Supreme Court or to the State Legal Council request because of its high importance.
In any case after relative order of the public prosecutor is formed penal proceedings folder following the ordinary or the flagrant procedure, but may be subject point of local or and circle item of jurisdiction for the executives that deal with, with criminal but especially urban consequences by the citizen against whom are the criminal and administrative actions.
Of course, the conditions of article 275 of HPP are in force but in the administrative part, have the HCG personnel the authorization to certify infringements and to issue decisions imposing fines? From the legal provisions reveals clearly that the specific competence in specific area of port (not fencing), exclude of HCG competencies. A. -according to article 5 of this law «as customs precinct are used and the necessary public spaces of ports, airports and railway stations. The limits of the precinct area for each customs authority are established by a decision issued by the head of the customs authority, which is approved by the Minister of Finance, after suggestion of the Head of the competent customs region». Namely is defined as a Customs precinct port areas without planned to be requested the opinion of the MSA.
B. -According to article 3 paragraph 2 of the same law the Customs Office is responsible in customs precinct and generally in the customs territory (Note 39) for matters such as safeguarding of public health and society, control of individuals, baggages, passengers, cargo and vehicles for detecting illicit drugs, weapons, explosives, etc., as also for irregularities relating to transport, fisheries, immigration, environmental protection, etc.. With the above is lifted the general police competence of HCG.
C. -In the same article in paragraph 3 is determined that in the exclusive competence of the customs service is the supervision, control and guarding of the premises have been identified as customs precincts and storehouse of temporary storage or have been approved as free zones.
With reservation of HPP provisions (Note 40) concerning the criminal investigations acts, the entry within these spaces of any other staff member of another public or private enforcement service is allowed on written notice and approval of the head of the competent customs authority.
Further, installation of port output points at entry -exit points as also at customs precincts aims at the law keeping within these spaces and do not provide to the port police authorities personnel the competence of goods, transport, means, warehouses and travelers luggage control (limiting the general policing authority).
D. -With article 147 of the aforementioned law is imposed by the officers of Customs Authority fine of 900 E to anyone who carries passengers or goods via customs precinct and have violated customs or Port legislation.
In this case namely the administrative police which is carried out by HCG with issuing of police regulations in the form of General Regulation Port or Special Regulation Port or any other legislation which is implemented by HCG and imposed administrative sanctions in pursuance of this, becomes Customs authorities competence because as have been mentioned before is needed written notification and written permission of the head of the customs authority in order the HCG personnel to enter in Customs precinct (we always refer in the case that is identified with port or includes a part of it) in order to carry out checks and to impose administrative sanctions. Concomitant competencies that were enforced by the HCG concerning sanctions imposition for port legislation provisions violation become parallel with the competencies which are enforced by the Customs authorities as they can henceforth to impose administrative sanctions for the same legislation.
Important issue referring to administrative and judicial police duties of HCG are the measures of regulating road traffic as set out in article 52 of the law 2696/1999 (Α΄ 57), «Ratification of the highway code» as amended and being in force. Specifically, this law repealed the provisions of GPR related to traffic police issues at the ports.
In order to be implemented the provisions of Traffic Highway Code at the ports and taking under consideration the provisions of law 2881/2001 (article 14) according to the traffic police control is exclusive competence of HCG, actions should be taken by each Port Police Authority in its jurisdiction for implementation of defined in the first paragraph of article 52 of this law in conjunction with the defined in article 109 which determines the ways of decisions publication (Note 41).
In case that have not taken actions for implementation of the above mentioned, all the administrative actions of HCG personnel with which certify infringements for fault violations, administrative fines imposition for violations of Highway Code (Traffic Offences) are lack of legitimacy, are characterized as fictitious and bear legal consequences for the personnel that certified them (Note 42). In the provisions of article 1 and more specifically in paragraphs 3 and 4 are reported case by case the competencies that are enforced by the Municipality Police and according to which preconditions by the Hellenic Police (HP). At these cases there is not taken any prediction for HCG which according to its institutional role enforce police competences in areas of its jurisdiction as has been mentioned before.
The fact that there is no any report to the HCG except the cases that are described in paragraphs 8 and 9 of the same article, leads to the conclusion that minor of the specific competencies reported in those paragraphs relating to the High Way Code Traffic, the rest of the competencies and in case by case that are issued or not the regulatory acts predicted in this article, can not be exercisable by the Municipality Police in areas where HCG has competence. This is confirmed and by the wording of article 2 paragraph 1 of law 3771/2008, where is reported to the contribution of the HP to the staff of the Municipality Police in the performance of its work, without any mention to the HCG. It is clear that the HP competence based on law 2800/2000 is enforced in specific areas in which according to the provisions in force HCG has no competence.
Consequently the issuing of the decision predictive in paragraph 6, article 1 must be initiated within this framework.
Also important is the competence for interventions at the coast and beach. As reveals from the law, in force, is provided to the HCG personnel the administrative possibility to deal administratively for arbitrary intervention at the above areas imposing in any case the prescribed administrative penalties when is appropriate. For the penal part of the case competent authority is HP.
Although the penal from the administrative part of one case constitute legally different cases, given the particular nature of such cases and in order these cases to be faced totally should be determined only one Police Authority which will be responsible for the initiation of the penal but also of the administrative procedure for offences that are committed at the coast and at the beach (Note 44).
Merchant Marines Disciplinary Councils (PSEN)
Significant competence of judicial power enforcement compose the constitution of Merchant Disciplinary Councils by the MSA and the imposition of disciplinary penalties to seafarers with result the deprivation of the possibility to exercise the seaman profession temporarily or even permanently.
In particular, according to article 257 of COMPL the disciplinary power against seamen is being implemented by the master of the vessel, Port Police Authorities and Consular Port Police Authorities while the Disciplinary Councils of Merchant Marines (Note 45) as have been mentioned before impose the penalty of temporary or permanent deprivation of the profession exercise (Note 46). COMPL in article 245 determines that disciplinary offence is every violation of official duties as well as any other act specifically provided in section of disciplinary provisions in the fifth part. The master and the crew official duties are determined in the vessels work regulations (Note 47).
In article 246 are determined the disciplinary offences of the master while in article 247 are determined the disciplinary offences of the crew.
www.ccsenet.org/jpl Journal of Politics and Law Vol. 5, No. 4; For violations of official duties and obligations, namely to those who commit disciplinary offences are imposed disciplinary penalties. According to article 248 of COMPL the disciplinary penalties are the reprimand, fine, temporary deprivation of seafaring profession and the definitive deprivation of seafaring profession.
Disciplinary offences according to article 255 of COMPL are prescribed:
a. -these which are under the responsibility of captain after six months from the perpetration, b. -these within the jurisdiction of the Consular Port Police Authorities or Port Police Authorities after a year from the perpetration, c. -these that effect the temporary or permanent deprivation after four years of their perpetration.
In accordance with article 256 of the COMPL the disciplinary sentence which was imposed irrevocable is prescribed after six years since the issue of the relevant decision, out of those requiring permanent deprivation.
Administrative Investigation of Maritime Accidents (ASNA)
The Superior Council of Maritime Accidents (ASNA) (Note 48) which is responsible for maritime accidents investigation (Note 49) even due to war cause, established in order due to the specific nature of maritime accidents and the expertise required to investigate them, to help with the executives who consist it to the complete circumstances investigation under which took place a maritime accident (Note 50). If from the preliminary investigation reveals indications of criminal offence performance or has submitted a complaint against any responsible person, the officer who conducted the preliminary investigation if is an officer of HCG and in other cases the MSA transmit the penal proceedings folder containing all the documents with all the information to the competent Public Prosecutor of First Instance Court (article 2, paragraph 7 LD 712/70).
In each case of maritime accident is defined by the President as rapporteur, one of the members of the ASNA, who is studying the case and suggested on this in front of the Council and then ASNA decides with report on the causes, circumstances and responsible persons of the accident and the degree of responsibility, unanimously or by majority vote (in the event of tie the President shall have the casting vote).
The procedures in front of ASNA must be completed within the time limits which are determined by the LD 712/70, which must not exceed a total of seven (7) months from delivery of the maritime accidents penal proceedings folder to ASNA.
In practice, usually these deadlines are respected, except in certain exceptional cases in which should be conducted by the Councils tactical interrogation and deadlines cannot be kept (call witnesses, receiving testimony, correspondence with authorities, organizations, agencies, individuals, etc.).
ASNA report with the maritime accident penal proceedings folder is submitted by the President to the Minister of Shipping and Aegean (Note 52) but in practice the completed cases are sent to Safety Navigation Division (DAN) which then send report copies as well as the regular penal proceeding folders to the competent Public Prosecutors, in order to evaluate the gathering preliminary investigation material. If reveals elements of master disciplinary responsibility of Masters or crew members these reports are also submitted and to the Competent Disciplinary Council of Maritime Merchant (PSEN) for the imposition of disciplinary sanctions (article 6 LD 712/70).
ASNA reports do not bind judges and are evaluated by them freely along with other evidences of affairs. However in practice all the Public Prosecutors Authorities in Hellas before proceeding in criminal prosecutions on maritime accidents, awaiting Councils reports which study -consult, because of the fact that in ASNA are involved specialized individuals who have special knowledge and experience in maritime accidents.
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Journal of Politics and Law Vol. 5, No. 4; It must be mentioned that is notable the fact that in this LD the Minister of Shipping and Aegean ordered after reporting of the Consular Port Police Authority or of the Port Police Authority if considers that aids reason for further investigation the conducting of preliminary investigation as also the Port Police Authority which will carry out this. This is according my personal view interference of the Executive in the Judiciary Power which reverses fully the distinction of the functions that are predicted in the Constitution.
Further is provided to the Minister of Shipping and Aegean the opportunity with reasoned discretion not to refer the penal proceeding folder to ASNA. In this case without defined something relevant to the provisions of LD is concluded the conclusion that the Minister of Shipping and Aegean if will not the penal proceeding folder to ASNA, obviously the folder will not be forwarded to the competent Public Prosecutor at First Instance either.
Further if from the preliminary investigation reveal indications of criminal performance offences or has been submitted a complaint then the HCG officer if he/she conducts the preliminary investigation or the MSA transmit the penal proceeding folder with the documents to the competent Public Prosecutor at First Instance.
In article 5, paragraph 5 is determined that the Minister of Shipping and Aegean in serious and urgent cases automatically or after an application submission of anyone who has legitimately interest can order directly under the ASNA the conducting of tactical interrogation if is not carried out a preliminary investigation by the Port Police Authorities or Consular Port Police Authorities and the one which have been started will stop.
I believe that the above mentioned provisions beyond the judiciary jurisdiction which is provided to the Minister of Shipping and Aegean which as has already mentioned violates the powers separation, clearly come in stark contrast with the provisions of the existing HPP in which are defined the duties and obligations of Public Prosecutors and of officers who conduct preliminary investigations.
In particular, the provisions of LD 712/70 described above are coming into direct conflict with the articles 27 «Criminal prosecution performance», 28 «Independence of the authority performing the prosecution», article 31 «Prosecutor rights», article 33 «General police investigators», article 36 «Ex officio prosecution», article 37 «Obligation criminal action announcement», article 43 «Initiation of criminal proceedings» article 44 «Postponement and suspension of prosecution» of HPP.
Also for accidents investigations are enforced the provisions of law 3877/2011 (A΄ 264). The investigations which are carried out according to the provisions of this law are not related to determining fault or accountability and are independent of the investigation process provided in LD 712/1970 (A΄ 237) (Note 53).
Hellenic Coast Guard Aiding Mission
Civil protection aims to the life, health and property protection of citizens from natural (rapid or slow evolution), technology (including biological, chemical and nuclear incidents) and other disasters, which cause emergency situations during a peaceful period. Within the same purpose is the care for material and cultural goods, the wealth resources and infrastructure of the country, with view the minimizing of disasters consequences (Note 37). At the same time evaluate risks from natural-technological and other disasters which threat parts of Hellas, on the basis of its local and given circle of items competence. Identifies the objectives of dangerous phenomena in specific cases and formulate the required strategy for the objective success and tactics for the strategy implementation.
In particular the MSA is doing the following: Finally in the auxiliary mission of HCG are included the gathering of port and beacons fees, pilot rights and the exercise of Port Police Authorities duties in Seaman House (ON) which all of them should be reconsidered if they must carried out by HCG, because in any case the exercise of those powers has a revenue character and refers to the rights of other public legal persons, which should carried out these competencies (Note 66).
Conclusions
HCG and more specifically the critical approach of provisions that determine the competencies which govern the activities of executives in the area of public order and security and in particular of the provisions that define the activation working framework of HCG personnel, both in the performance of Judicial and Administrative Police duties were the subject of this concise summary study.
HCG activation is divided into main and auxiliary. The first refers to safeguard and to maintain of public order and to the protection of public and state security. It covers three main competencies cycles: Firstly the safeguard of public peace and order and the smooth social life of citizens (general police policing).
Secondly to the prevention and repression of crime (public security police) and thirdly, State and democracy regime protection within the framework of the constitutional order (State security police).
In the HCG mission additionally to the mentioned police competencies and duties, belong also and competenciesduties concerning maritime policy. For the implementation of legislation concerning the safety of Hellenic vessels and crews as also the settlement of disputes have been established Port Police Authorities at the foreigner, aiming to support and to facilitate the Hellenic shipping.
Journal of Politics and Law Vol. 5, No. 4; HCG personnel police competencies are subjected to the administrative law principles and in particular to the principles of legality, of public interest primacy, of proportionality, of non-discrimination and equality. In addition the HCG invasive actions because often intervene in citizens basic goods and freedoms are governed by certain principles of the public law order. They are the principles of continuous preparedness and continuous sustainable service, action, the prohibition of process abuse and the respect for innocence presumption.
The subsidiary mission is composed to the participation of HCG in combating to any emergency reveals from natural phenomena or other disasters in a period of peace or war in cooperation with the relevant Authorities and services as also in ensuring of national defense in cooperation with the armed forces.
Important is also the HCG mission on search and rescue items in the area of the Aegean Sea, taking into consideration the dispute of Hellas sovereign rights from Turkey in this area. To HCG has been assigned institutionally via the Hellenic Joint Rescue Coordination Center (JRCC-EKSED) the coordination of means in order to be ensured the protection of human life (search and rescue) where is necessary in maritime area which constitutes F.I.R. Athens.
HCG personnel duties are described in the law. For the protection of individual rights and liberties, HCG executives are obliged in any case to make good use of the discretion, which is necessary for getting any proper police measure. If they enforce judicial competences, the competence in this case is bided and is governed by the provisions of HPP.
It is also necessary the reorienting of the existing institutional framework for the enforcement of powers at the port area. In particular the dual nature of the competences which are enforced at ports and the different institutional framework specified in fencing and not fencing ports must change in the direction that at the area of the port must be enforced all the competences pertaining to the policing at fencing port without exception.
In that way the HCG personnel will be assisted in the performance of their duties, without creating problems every time concerning the defining of the territorial and the competencies which must be enforced each time.
HCG must be disengagement from tasks which are not within the circle of its competencies, such as the control and revenue of port and bacon fees, the performance of Retired Maritime Fund (NAT) and Seaman House (ON) and their executives to focus on the police duties and tasks enforcement as also to the enforcement of duties to support the Hellenic shipping.
Finally the tasks concerning port, beacons and pilot fees revenue, the enforcement of duties of Retired Maritime Fund (NAT) as also of the Seaman House (ON) which have characterized as revenue duties must be enforced by legal persons to which have been assigned the appropriate competence.
Port Police Authorities are public authorities. As public authorities are meant the institutions of the State empowered by law to issue enforceable administrative acts, they have the so-called strong powers as it has been known. The term «public authority» is reached and as administrative authority with the same conceptual content. See Stasinopoulos, M. (1976) . Lessons in administrative law. Athens, p. 275.
Note 14. In the same provision was determined that the fines for illegal parking restrictions imposed by Port Police Authorities in the implementation of High Way Code (Traffic Offences) constitute revenue of Port Authorities or Port Funds, which have the use and exploitation of these areas and are collected in accordance with the provisions of Code of Public Income Collection (COPIC).
From the provisions of this law is becoming clear the police role of HCG and the visibility of the roles with the other main mechanism of general policing in Hellas the HP.
Note 15. Public police is divided into judicial and administrative police.
Judicial police is enforced by a category of police executives, who have as mission, the assistance to the judicial authorities for criminal justice awarding (detection, arrest and delivery of perpetrators for illegal acts). Its action is specified in the provisions of HPP.
Administrative police is activating outside of criminal justice sphere of the State. It exercises basically preventive work aiming on ensuring public order and prevention of crime, often through police intervention and imposition of restrictions on personal freedoms and rights. Administrative police is different from the security police which is enforced with further purpose the population and law order protection from unlawful acts. This distinction is important because is delimited the control between penal and administrative judge. The above discrimination is not entirely clear in Hellas. This because are crossing the judicial competences with the administrative competencies. Many times are found executives who exercise police competences to carry out competencies of judicial police or in other cases executives who exercise administrative police duties to carry out duties of police order [e.g. Customs officials, Public Tax Offices employees etc., enforce duties of judicial police as special police investigators officers (articles 27, paragraph 2 and 3, 34 of HPP)], see Papaioannou, Z., (2006) . Police Law, Athens-Komotini, Ant. Sakkoulas, p.p. 4-7 (in Hellenic) and Tachos, A. (1990) . Law of public order. Thessaloniki, Sakkoulas, p. 58 and next (in Hellenic) .
Note 16. Legislator with the specific determination of competence is attempting to protect the public interest and to avoid the accumulation of many cases in the same person.
A body (executive) is characterized that has a general police competence when is authorized by the law to manage legitimately all the displayed issues within its local competence of jurisdiction without to be permitted the executives intervention of other police authority except in the cases which specifically are regulated in the law.
A body (executive) is characterized that has a special police competence when is authorized by the law to manage a certain subject or number of issues within the local jurisdiction, excluding further expansion.
From the above reveal that exists:
• General police competence for a given circle of items and
• Special police competence for a given circle of items.
With the local jurisdiction are regulated the limits of the areas between executives of different police services who are subjected to different police corps or authorities.
The reasons which impose police competence are:
1.-The need of bodies (executives) action within a specific area, 2.-State distinction in regions and their check by the competent police authorities/services, www.ccsenet.org/jpl
Journal of Politics and Law Vol. 5, No. 4; 3.-the existence of different police services for performing the various tasks which have been assigned to them by
In each case that is necessary the intervention of HCG personnel according to the provisions of HPP, HCG personnel have direct obligation to intervene. Note 29. Interventions of a local police authority in other area under jurisdiction of different police authority are permitted in the following two cases:  in case of flagrant crime and in the absence of the competent police body (executive) whenever the competent police body (executive) who is there is obliged to deal with incident, to arrest the offender, to collect the evidence and to deliver them to the first body (executive) of the local competent authority that will come. If does not appear this body all the above are delivered to the closest competent local police authority.  in case that any competent police body (executive) who has legally been deled for an offence committed within the jurisdiction of its local region continues persecuting of suspect individual, or surveillance of suspect individuals or of individual who has violated the law in jurisdiction area of a different police authority. The last one since has been invited to assist the pursuit or surveillance has the obligation to assist leaving to the body that originally ruled the whole initiative. Journal of Politics and Law Vol. 5, No. 4; For crimes committed on a Hellenic vessel during the voyage or to a foreign port the Authority that is handled the situation (conducting preliminary investigation) or the master can order pre-trial detention of the accused in the vessel, in those cases provided by the provisions of HPP with the precondition that the vessel will arrive at a port soon. Concerning pre-trial detention is taking place entry in the logbook.
If the vessel is not going to arrive expeditiously in Hellenic port the Consular take cares to be extended to the shore the pre-trial detention of the accused and at the same time takes the necessary measures for faster transfer in Hellas with a warship which is obliged to accept.
The master of the vessel carrying the accused may during the voyage in accordance with the judgment and his/her own responsibility to order the temporary suspension of preventive detention. The penal proceedings file that formed from the preliminary investigation shall be given in a sealed envelope to the master of the ship carrying the accused in Hellas and delivered together with the accused to the Port Police Authority of the first arrival port. The Port Police Authority sends the accused with the penal proceedings file to the Public Prosecutor (articles 241-244 of COMPL). Note 39. According to article 1 of law 2960/2001 (Α΄ 265), «country customs territory includes the continental, terrestrial and insular part, territorial waters, internal waters, the internal maritime waters and the airspace».
Note 40. In this specific case must be meant either when is committed an flagrant offence, or when are conducting preliminary investigations actions of other police authority after relevant mandates of Judicial or Prosecutor Authority.
Note 41. In order to be formed completely the relevant penal proceeding folders in cases of traffic accidents but also to be legal the certification of offences with fault character, as also the enforcement of administrative sanctions and administrative measures as provided by the Highway Code (Traffic Offences). It must be noted that after being in force latest special provision as Highway Code other provisions relating to matters such as the General Regulation Port are automatically considered as abolished. In this direction, namely the implementation of traffic regulations at port zones relative is article 23 of law 4058/2012 (A΄ 63). Note 43. According to the explanatory statement of this law and in particular, in paragraph (F), with the law 3643/2006 was rendered systematically and was grouped for first time the extent of the powers of Municipalities and Communities with result the role of local self-government to be upgraded and become more meaningful. This led to the institutional upgrading of Municipality Police because the enlargement of local affairs led to the expansion of local affairs and consequently to the extension of its competencies. It was created with that way a presumption of competence in favor of Municipality Police for controlling the implementation of the regulations relating to local affairs.
Still in the report is predicted that «"policing" implementation by the Municipality Police does not crack in the system of country policing since Municipality Police did not undertake the exercise of all the police competencies in its administrative region limits, but act in a complementary manner and in full accordance with the administration of local cases».
Further and in the analysis of article 1 competences is determined that «are competencies that clearly belong to the Organizations of Local Government (OTA) and stem from the provisions of articles 75 and 79 of Municipalities and Communities Code (law 3643/2006)».
Note 44. Port Police Authority is dealing with offences that have taken place in the region of beach, ashore, sea, land and port zone and simulated areas.
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